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About This Game

Fruit are falling from the sky!! In Fruit Hoop catch fruit in a cute little hoop. Beat your old score by catching more and more
fruit! The fruit are endless!!

Planned Features:
*Customize your hoop with credits earned!

*Falling bombs!
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Loved it! People gripe about it not being any good for two players but my wife and I were able to play it just fine.. Great airship
combat game. There are aspects where its much better than the more popular Guns of Icarus. Here you are able to jump over to
the enemy ships, fight against the crew and take over the ship. I bought the game back when it wasnt free and I didnt regret it.

Don't complain about the lack of players.

Its free. Invite a few friends and try it out!. Definitely a nice additon to the base game, havent had any issues. tested on PC with
windows 10 and mac os x el capitan.. The only way for this game to be bad is for it to release a HD remake that does nothing
creative and only hinders it by slowing down the game's pacing, simplifying story plots and making the interesting characters in
this game one dimensional, and maybe introducing a horrible mechanic that ruins p[ay experience with RNG, published by a
company that rhymes with Slide JunBoft.. Wow. Wow. Holy Cow. What a hot mess of a game.

The 7th Guest holds a soft place in my heart due to a mix of childhood nostalgia, and legitimate recognition of optimistic and
ground-breaking (if supremely awkward) game design. That shiny colorful little game was so innocent and pure of heart at the
time, and it hasn't lost its charm. Played the entire thing in an afternoon just recently and I don't regret it. Then, on a lark,
decided to give the sequel a try, having never played it before. Wow.....just wow.....

The 11th hour...jesus what to say.

I can only imagine that this game was another important and necessary step in the burgeoning awkward years of game design.
Nobody had ever seen anything like 7th guest. They loved it and wanted more. God bless the creators. What they ended up with
was a discordant mess, striding painfully in disperate directions whilst ripping itself apart.

The prime fault in this game is the lack of cohesion. The cut-scene driven narrative and the game mechanics clash harder than in
any game I've ever played. The shifts in tone are so very jaring it's laughable. Everything in this game clashes. The acting style
of the characters clash with one another, the in-game settings clash with the film sequence's, the special effects, the terrible
riddles, everything. It's truly marvelous to behold.

If there's one thing that seems consistent in the game, it's in just how terrible the riddles are, and there are a bunch of them.
Most of the game consists of an awkward treasure hunt, with horrifically obtuse riddles guiding you to the next destination.
These riddles are terrible. There's an in-game hint system that is necessary to progress, and I'd be absolutely shocked if there's
one single person in the world who has ever beaten this game without cheating a little bit. They reminded me of the riddles from
the 60's Batman TV show, with solutions that could not possibly be solved with pure reasoning. They're nonsensical, difficult,
and it's shameful just how much of the game they take up.

The puzzles themselves are also difficult to a fault, but that's nothing new, and most of them are skipable. They're much the
same as they were in the 7th guest, except that here they seem even more out of place. Stauf, after all, had invited the guests
over to solve these riddles in the first game. There's absolutely no mention of them in this one...they're just...there.

Not that the first game made much logical sense, but I felt that it earned some of its ambiguity due to the fact that it took place
in some sort of dream-space. Some limbo between worlds where they events depicted had already happened, and nothing was
concrete. This game, when not inspiring you to beat your head against a wall with difficulty, aspires to tell a much more fluid
and fleshed out story. These folks at Trilobyte sure tried. They really tried.

Ignoring the actual game play, the narrative is its own beautiful little disaster. In an attempt at spinning a more mature tale, the
11th hour relies even heavier on the full motion video narrative. The settings and acting style, for the most part, seem to strive
for an element of forced, day-time drama realism, with actors trying their best to take the material seriously. Now before I get
too judgmental, I have to laud the attempts of some of the performers, particularly the actors playing Robin and Samantha. You
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can tell that these are working professionals just trying to do their best with the materiel they were given. They are, however, the
exceptions to the rule. Gone are the cartoonish caricatures and grand sweeping gestures of the first game. Here we have grim,
somber, cheap cable tv style storytelling, with most of the acting and staging coming across as painfully awkward and, dare i say
it, soft core porney. But dispute these flaws, or perhaps BECAUSE of these flaws, there's a subversive charm to it all when
viewed as a whole. As the game progresses, the cut-scenes themselves become more varied in style. They span a wide range
from subdued to carnivalesque. There's a particularly jarring scene where a buxom, scantily clad young lady has a dog on a
leash. The dogs head transforms into the head of our main villain Stauff, gives a hearty howl, and then the lady's face, for just a
split second, distorts into a horrible pixelated grimace while the games audio farts at you. Seriously, the game farts. Sexy lady -
transforming dog - howl - monster face - fart noise. All this before awkwardly snapping back to the loud (terrible) midi music
and CG scenery. It's impossible to describe adequately. You have to experience it for yourself. And y'know what? I almost
recommend that you do.

I can't explain exactly why, but somewhere along the line I found myself spellbound by this game. It's so disjointed and so all
over the place that often you're taken completely off guard. It's delightful in its chaoticness. I was laughing out loud on several
occasions, and I honestly can't help wondering just how much of this was intended effect. It's so stupid and goofy, but then goes
so dark and serious that you never know what to make of it. In one sitting I went from poking a tube of tooth paste until it
ooozed into a tiny, green, tentacled booger monster, to listening to a tearful disabled woman describe her permanent nerve
damage from the back ally abortion attempt of her mutantrape baby. The damn game feels like huffing paint; I'm light-headed.
This feeling is embodied by the brilliant performance given by Robert Hirschboeck in the role of Stauf himeself. This guy gets
it. When he's on screen, it feels like being right back home in the haunted mantion. He's campy he's over the top, and he knows
exactly what he's doing. He's literally the spirit of the game, and every scene he's in pops. It's almost good enough to fool me
into thinking that the developers knew what they were doing by creating something so scatter-shod. I've never played anything
like the 11th hour in my life, and I doubt I ever will. This game is a beautiful mis-step, and I'm truly grateful for having wasted
my time in it.. My left hand is clicking, my right hand however..... The devs hate man-buns, I hate man-buns, its now a
sucsessful insult.. Zombie Tycoon 2: Brainhov's Revenge is a fun, but simple and relatively short, RTS (that\u2019s right, RTS
not Tycoon. Not a clue why they did that, even after reading up on why they did do that). Your first run through the
game\u2019s 8 mission campaign, which is broke up between 2 different factions of 6 different types of zombies for 4 missions
each, will only be about 3-4 hours. There is some replay value in obtaining all the secondary objects if you missed them the first
time around but replaying the entire campaign again might only increase the life of this title to about 6-7 hours. It is a relatively
cheap title though so I\u2019d say dollar-per-hour value is ok with this one. The real feature I say about this title, which initially
sold me and kept me going through til the end, is the graphic style and the crazy amount of character put into almost every
aspect of the game. Every unit in the game has a ton of personality which is more than I can say for a lot of others games. The
two scientists and their zombie minions made me chuckle several times in every cutscene. The way the game looks and sounds
reminds me a lot of Evil Genius which is an amazing game so good off to whoever created all the models and behaviours of all
the characters.
In conclusion I\u2019d fully recommend this game to anybody looking for a cheap, simple RTS that is exploding with charm
and personality and I really hope this company makes a sequel, a real tycoon game or another RTS, with expanded mechanics
aimed at a PC market.
. Nice game, just finished it
+ Love the music, developer gives a player, really appreciated
+ Simple mechanics, no headaches (can be a minus)
+ Bug free
+ Some events are great

- No real story, more a funny presentation
- Static fights, even if you get used to it
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I have no idea how this gane has a "mostly positive" rating. Boring, broken, rediculous and repetetive.. I'll be brief here.

Unlike the Hero trilogy by the same publisher, this game has a much weaker story and low replayability.
Yes, you can - but why would you want to?

It passes the time, once. But if you expect a heroic story, don't. The author does endeavor to put in a lot of shout-outs and
references, leaving your side of story - despite everything you're given - kinda bland.

It's your choice, really, but having played it twice, I do not recommend it.. Addictive! Fun and challenging at first. I normally
dont like a CCG unless its on the table top and then I am very slective.

This baby kicks ya in the teeth, pisses you off and then you jump into the next match to smack the crap out of those undead
bastards!

Havent tried the zombie side yet, I prefer kicking their rotted teeth in.

3rd party sign up is very smooth and is of no trouble.

This is a great game!. Real good game some liberals might get mad cuz theres no real tutorila but whatevs. Nauseating and just
plain awful. Couldn't get past the first 10 seconds. I want my $0.99 back...
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